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or other commercial outlet. Such commercial rabbitries do exist in

Africa but it is not the SCOpe of this paper to say any more about

them.

Even in qevelopedcountries there is some evidence that it is

more pr09uctive to raise rabbits in small family units than in large

commer~ial farms (Laursen-Jones, 1976; Owen 1976). Surely the'same

holds true for Africa, especially for rabbits raised for domestic

consumption.

SUMMARY

Rabbits are raised in a variety of conditions, including batte-

ries of cages in a commercial rabbitry, backyard hutches made of boards

and wire screen, cages made of bamboo, dirt floors in mud huts, and

even in their natural habitat in the wild. In this paper the author

reviews some of the different housing in which rabbits are rai~ed

and some of the basic criteria to keep in mind when designing housing

for rabbits. Two types of housing appropriate to African vill~ge con-

ditions are dealt with more specifically; the wood and bamboo hutch

commonly used in forest areas; and alternatives for savannah areas

where even these materials are difficult to obtain.

A. LEVELS OF HOUSING

Rabbits live in a wide variety of housing. This can range from

rows of battery cages several layers high in a commercial rabbitry

to a warren in the wild in the rabbit's natural habitat.

1. f2~~~S!el_Ee~~!EE~- These usually contain cages made entirely

of wire, or wood or metal frames with wire screening, in long rows

under a large shelter. They can contain m~ny thousands of rabbits

raised on a commercial basis for sale to a wholesale packing house

2. ~E~~n_~~~~~~~g- Many of the people who have become interested

in raising rabbits are teachers or persons with other professi~ns, many

of ~omlive in or near urban areas Qut who want to raise rabbits in

order to have meat for their tables. Though not calculated on a purely

economical basis in terms of profit or 1055, most of these persons are

willing to invest some capital into their rabbit hutches. '!'pe:("are,

therefore, willing to purchase boards, wire screening, zinc"roofing

material, ,and possibly even pay someone to construct the hutch. There

are a variety of designs possible for these hutches (Zw~nn,undated).

Again, the focus of this paper will not be on this level of houseing,

though much of what will be said pelowwill apply to the urb~n rabbit

raiser.

3. !h~_YH1~S!~_!!l!~£h- It has been found<thatF~ising ~abbits at

the village level is both feasible and practical. The special advantage

is that the meat is r~ised and consumed by those who most need it.

Hutches made of bamboo or sticks are becoming quite common, especially

around development projects which are promoting rabbit hqsbandryin

village areas. This topic wl11 be dealt with in more detail below.

4. f2nf!n~g_Q!~E- Due to a scarcity of wood, bamboo, screen or

other preferable materials, especially in the savannah areas, there are

a number of examples of rabbits being raisE!d ~n dirt floors. These

usually have walls made of cement, adobe brick, oroth~r hardened earth.

In many cases the floor is also compated earth ~o keep the' rabbits from

burrowing. Otherwis"€, the rabbits are allowed to burrow as long as they

do not tunnel out from under the walls. There are problems with raising
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r:-abbi ts in this ".No'} and it is not recomrnended wh:=re more traditional

hutches can be built. However, raising rabbits in th1S fashion can

enable people to raise their own meat who could not otherwise do se.

T~is level of raisin; rabLits, ~ith a case study, ~ill be given below.

5. ~~EE~~_~~_~b~_~~!9 - Of course the natural habitat for the

rabbi t is not a confined domestic sitiLition at all. Rabbits can thrive

1:1 the wild. The main problem withthis 1S that they are not easil:,'

available for mun to eat when he wants. Hunting is one solution. In

Adams' story (1973) of rabbits, mention is made of the practice of

encouraging "ild rabbits to continue living in a burrow near a farm

by leaving garden scraps where they can get them. Individual rabbits

can be occasionally caught by setting traps for them.

Wi th the increasing human population, in West .'''fricaespecially,

hunting of any wild game is getting more and more difficult as the

populations of these species diminish. The same holds true for rabbits,

so it would seem that for the person interested in assuring himself

of a supply of rabbit meat, obtaining rabbits in the wild is not a

very reliable method.

The observation can be made that the capital and level of mana-

gement involved decreases in levels of housing NO.1 - NO.5.
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It may be necessa:::y to put the feet of the cage supports in

tins of water or kerosene if ants are a problem. Likewise, if rats

are bothersome, a funnel of tin arosnd the support ~jght help. Sus-

pending cages by wire from overhead could be a solution to both of

these problems (Zwann, undated).

In some areas, unfortunately, among the most persistent pr~-

dators are one's neighbours. Protecticn against them can be helped

by a fence of bambco or other material, aud by keeping the hutch

near one's own home. (This lends itse If to closer survei llance and

better management of the rabbits).

3. ~E2~~~~!2~_EE2m_~~~_~!~~~~~~ - The rabbit hutch should be

well aerated but the rabbits should be protected from too much

direct wind. The hutch should be ~laced in a shady area. Rabbits

should not be subjected to direct exposure to the sun in tropical

areas as the heat can adversely affect them. Likewise, rabbits

should be protected from the rain, for if they get wet they can get

diseased, especially young ones.

The location of the hutch should, if possible, be in a qU1te,

peaceful area where there is not too much noise not too many visi-

tors.

When buildins a cage, care should be taken that young ones can-

not fallout through holes in the walls or floor.

2. t!£~~~~~Q~.!~E_~E~~~~2~~- Rabbits can be att~cked by a varie-

t)' of preJators and cne of ttle purposes uf housing tnem is to protect

them froffi these. Pr~dators include cats, dogs, mice, rats, driver al:ts,

snakes, i1aw~:~ ~nd thieves.

1. ~9Qf~~~m~~~_2f_E~~~!~~- Rabbits need to be confined in order

for them to be managed, including the control of mating. As opposed

to the possib11ity of hunting and trapping rabbits in the wild, the

pllrpose cf housing is to Ilave them easily available to the owner

wilen he wants them.

B. DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS OF' HOUSING FOR RABBITS
4. ~!~~~- It is preferable that a rabbit cage be self-cleaning

w~th either wire screen or bamboo slats used for the floor. The holes

in the floor should be large enough to allow the faeces to drop through.

The interior of the cage should be easy to clean, especially where

food and dust and dirt may collect. Clean hutches help prevent diseases.

5. ~~~f_~:t:.1;;.a_b)~_~- Each cage should be large enough to adequately

accommodate the rabbits kept therein. Allow approximately 0.4 m2 fo:::

each adult rabbit and 0.6 m2 for each doe with bunnies.

The cage should be free of sharp objects which could hurt the

rabbits and it is a good idea to have a shelf or a board on ~hicn they

can rest (Zwann, undated).
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C. RECOMMENDED HOUSING FOR VARIOUS AREAS

of 'the cage. Vines qr

on the outside wherever
(Jt

~~at~h H9?~)re:0m.m~nd.e<!",a~ ~H,:b~()~~ t~r;~~~~~~ftment hutch

with wire, screen dool,"sand ,floor!> for village \lse.,These:hutcnes were
\ -':: " .•.. ,.' l . -'J ~~ .~, .:' "'~.'" ';,~" '-:>" r' .~'".',",'. ,,',.,~'.'" '¥ .• ~"~, l' .~...•...••.'~:'.'''";''ti~~:;' ,'!., , ...,.~

self,.contain~d, wi tn th~ir ownbaplboq l,"oo~s.'Each.compartment ,was 075cm

w~4~, ~OcI!ld.~7P, aJ!c:l?~~ l}+~h ,in fr,ol1t~t! 4~cm n~9h :in bac:k.to allow

+()r the l>lopeof.,th~ r~Pf. The flp()rwas:ipcm ~pove.th!'l'9ro\l1l4,held
" ',~,'" '~.~ •.••,. ,.'."" "",,, ,:;r,~ f' ~~' ••.' . f.'"""*",,, •.i,~ tl",,'\~ '~_<.1:•. ;,;o;."-a:""".,,.>;. ",; •• ".•..•• :'~,., :~'''A''

up by legs"made of boarqs. BalllboQ.:,s~ripl:l"lOcJl\"apart were~i:~edunder
,',,' ,,_ ", ;'; .''',.,. ,!~ .~ ,.,,~,",,",,~ .;\~ '<;, .•..;.~.',..'"., ..' .... "'-:,.t>~.' .,"",:", .•4.~~,q,,"7 ';J',~,/~t," ,.".•••'•• ,r

the f1oorwi~e scr!!ento support it an~to prevent ;.d()gsfrom teari.llg

the screen from below. The kindling box:wqs':]Ocm:x 40em,w1th 30cm high
• '" .~'.",."'" f . ;;.; ~l ;-,;,.~~~,:' ~~ ';.. . ';! ~':'-,..'~ y. ,'~ .' ' ,"

walls and no top.

Rabbit hutch !ladeof locally
.availablematerials.in forest
'areas. ~lli'Neighb6rs;' 1975)
'. ~:,l',~ ":',':.-'C -r. I" •. ~~ "';-';..f'" ~,~ ••'

Zwann' (undat.~d)'gave 'pl~ns,' costs; advantag~s'and disadvantages
-~ , :," ": .' . .. .. 't.' .• " .•.•, '. ,'"•. '.'

of 5 different types ,of rabbit hutches built and tested at ,the,Centre
_ .' '~ . __ ,' • l' • .' . • ,:$' , ",' ",1 '. .. ;. ~ " '''',' "J ~ '.' . -

de 'Formation Horticole et Nutritionelle at Ouando,near Porto Nuovo,

Benin: "'Th~seweie" all' made' of locally available mate~ials 'and;:c"cs~'
.' ' .•. '. -' - '. "", . '" ~"'-". '1. , " ~;- ..•..• : .'~,; .,,"','.,L
less"than $30 for 'an'8;'cage hutch. . ..•.
~.:;..t ~.,-. T}- " .",. .;:,.... .' ,~"'-.:;,-' .;;< ~ :i',~ • ,,:

10. !!!~!e~n~!y~ - .The rabbit hutch sho~ld be built within the

means of the owner, 'keeping costs to ,a'm1nimum:without ~acrificing

quality.

bamboo should be 'turned towards the inside

cord "used to tie the bamboo should 'be kept
'",':'.!. :;:~ ~'~ .><~:.f.

possible.
" -. .~

"Attfield (1972) recommended 2 types of hutqnes fO,r",Nige;ia:bam-

boo and wood. He ,recommended "that the cages beO.75,m~"deep'a~d"O'~60 m.

high and 1.25 to 1.80 m. long for each adult rabbit~ These'cag~~"lofere

'waist high, s.ingle tier, and self-cleaning (using 'wire, mesh on, the

floors); straight mats or burlap bags couldl;lehung pver .•,the,iends of

the hutch to .protect the rabbits' from sun and 'ra~Il~l- :';:

8. ~~~!_~2~~~_- dark secluded place should be made available for. . '. ' . ~~r
the doe to ~ke her nest and to kindle. It should be l~~~~ en~ugh for

the doe to"be able to turn around and to feed her babi~s wi~hout stepp-

ing on them. The recollUllendeddimension is 30 x 40 cm {World Neighbors,
" ~. .. '." " " '.' ; .; -: f .~.

1975; Mamattah, 1976). This can be a box made of boards or bamboo, a

bask~t, ora ~lay pot. It is preferable that th~ nest box be removed

when the young leav~ t~~' n~st (2-3 weeks old). The n~st'b~~'ShOUld

then be cleaned and stored until the next does is about to kindle.

Wood or bamboo should be protected from premature deterioration

due to gnawing by the rabbits or rotting due to mositure. Zwann (un-

dated) suggests treating the wood frame with Carbonyl to'discourage

the rabbits from gnawing on'the wood, If wire screen is used, it should

be on the inside of "the wood frame 'to'deter'the rabbits from

gnawing on the wood. If bamboo is used, the hard outer surface of the

9. 22!!~_S2n~!~~£!!2n - The choice of materials for the rabbit

cage depends on what is available local~y. Boards an~ wire screen are

best if sufficient capital is available to pay' for" them. Bamboo

requires mo~e'uPkeep'but ~t is much clleaperfor villa~~rs in'forest
, " '" ,. .• " ., .• n','" ,", ....

areas. In the savannah, wh~re wood'is very 'expensive and bamnoo does

not ~row, bricks or cement'can be used fo~ th~ ~onstruc~ion'of the

rabbit hutch.

7.2~e~~~!~_£2~~~!m~n!~ - For management and contro~of repro-

duction, it'is best t~ keep bucks and does' in'separatE/cage~. The doe
~ '. _ . "", .. , i ~ .' q '1'

can be brought to the buck's cage for mating, The youngf~males can

be put: in'a lar'1er'ca<:Jeon their own up~n "wean~n'1'"~t~}" }h~t~re
either sold or placed in their oWIl individuaf cage;tf9~.~~e as does.

Young bucks should be kept in separate cag~s ~fter they a~~ ~~out

three months' old.

6. ~~~¥_~££~~~ - An opening in the cage should be adequate in

order to reach the rabbits, to put in fopd and water~ 'clean the cage,

and to put ;est b9xes in: A flexible c~ver ~n the top of the ~age is

recollUllend~das thi~allows for ~asyaccess int~the cage.~ny cages

are als..o ~uilt with a..door on. tb.e. front •.';1'hetype of oP

/

.., ~.;ng will

determine the desire height of the cage. .
. . ". . ~ - .
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w~Od or bamboo are often

of h~~~ing have been tried

AREAS

..•.

Allowing rabbits to burrow underground would'assist in keeping'

them cool in hot clim~tes. However, Owen (1977) observed that these

burrows would be'difficult to clean and could increase parasitic

disease problems such as Coccidiosis. Adams (1973) claims that
" . '.

rabbits will not drop faeces underground but will do so only above

ground puts ide of their I:>urrow. The author does not know whethe;ro;r

nor this would hold' true for rabbits in a confined -;rea whic~'are

allowed to burrow, though he has observed that1pabbits on wire scree-

ning tend to use the same'corner of the cage every time they pass

faeces. If this is true,'the problem of disease in a dry burrow

would not be quite as bad as one might suspect. The'places where

droppings did collect would have to be swept clean regularly.

i

Another suggestion ~or'arid ~reas is the construction of

underground compartments, with inspection hutches (Templeton 1968).

A similar alternative recommended using a deep litter system with

stone walls and floor (Regier; 1975) ~It is important that the

litter always b~ kept. dry, 'Does can make their nests rig~t in the

litter. ~--e

Cages made of_cem~?t ~lock have been seen by "~he a~thor in

Upper Volta. The~e have either wire sc:eenin~ floors or cement

floors from which the manure must be swept daily. Each cage has

only a door on the front. The thick cement wall~ help to keep the

temperature moderate in these areas where the wind can be very hot

and dry'. \ '

D'.\.j1 POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES FOR SA~ANNAH

'. .

In the sava~naq region~ of.Afr~ca,

scarce' ang expe~sive. ~ v~riety of ~yp~s

for raisipg rabb~ts i~ thes~ areas~

The nest boxes can also be made cut of b~OO. ~e recommended

size is 30cm wide, 30cm high and 40cm lo~g, 'c~veredon top. The front

opening should be lOcm from' the bottom to preyen~ the;bables from

leaving the nest boxes too early. -

The floors of the cages can be made with bamboo slats or by

splitting and weaving strips of bamboo. The latter ar~ preferred

as the slats can cause problems with the rabbits, especially young
.• . . .~ - i

ones, slipping and getting their legs caugh~. The woven bamboo

floors should have openings large enough for the manure to fall

through to the ground below. With the outer surface of the bamboo
- ' ". J. ••

facing up, the rabbits are less likely to gnaw on it. Keeping a

sufficient supply of greens available to the rabbits should reduce

the rabbits' need to gnaw on t~e floor or walls of the cage.

The walls of the cages can be made entirely of bamboo or

raffia palm stems. These ~re tied to the vertical supports with

whatever cords or vines are used in 'the construction of local
;

hous~s. These should be tied on the outside of the cages wherever

possible so that the rabbits cannot gnaw on them. The slats in

the walls should be spaced close enough together, especially near

the floor, to keep small rabbits from falling out. The spaces ~a~

be larger near the top of the cages to allow for good ventilation.

Where wire screening is available, it is preferred because

it is easier to keep clean. The disadvantage is that it is expen-

sive and rus~s easily. If only a few cages can be floored wit.h ~ir~,

these are the ones reserved for very young rabbits.

World Neighbors (1975) translated ,a booklet in Chulaba pre-

pared by the SEDA program in Zair~v~hey gave instructions"for

building very simple housing made of materials easily available

in forest areas. This type of housing has been seen in use by

villagers in a number of countries and so will be described in

a little more detail.

As illustrated above, this hutch contains 2 rows of cages

each facing the inside of a long shed. The shed is covered by a

roof made of thatch s~pported by wood posts and bamboo rafters.

The cages are waist high with roll-back bamboo tops for easy

access. The dimensions of the cages are approximately 60cm 4eep
x 60 - 100 cm long.
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The author's experience in 7 countries of West and Central

Africa has indicated that at the village level, the housing re-
!

commended in the World Neighbors newsletter (1975) is best

where those materials are. available. In efforts to make" rabbit

rais.ing available to other places, howeve~, the ~OSSibil\ty of

raising them on the floor cannot be totally discarded, t~OU9h

more vil~age-level research should be done to see how this method

can be.improved.

A P PEN D I X

Rabbit Raising in Saboba Area

by

Denice Williams

The Saboba Family Health Program, situated in north-west Ghana,

has as one of its objective the encouragement of the village women

to raise rabbits. Rabbits had never been raised in these villages

and nousing would prove a j:)igproblem; Rabbit hutcnes could not be

constructed as wood is scarc~ in'the savannah area~'of northern

Ghana. The women must walk miles into thej:)ush jus~ to obtain fire-

wood for 'cooking. Bamboo is o?ly found in the south of Ghana in the

rain forests. Any type of screening or roofing material is very

scarce and extremely expensive, tnus compietely'out of the reacn of

the budget of the subsistence farming family.

It was therefore necessary to try to make do witn wnat the

local type of housing and rabbits will probably never be raised

commercially in this manner, but it seemed the only solution for

a woman who wanted to raise a few rabbits for her family.

The traditional house of the Konkomba tribe around Saboba is

made up of a round mud hut with a thatched roof. Chickens, pigs,

goats and sheep are often housed in similar but smaller dwellings.

In these small huts there is usually a small opening in the wall

big en,0ugh for a small boy to crawl in and out of.

It. is in this type of small round hut that the l'i0mE;n.keep

their rabbits .Tne woman' sfirst proj:)lemwas to fin.q so~thin.g

suitable to cove~ tneno~ to protect tpe.rabb~tsfrOIl! dog~~n4

cats, !:lothof wnicn are natural predators of rabbits. More rabbits

navElbelm killed by dogs and c!,tstnan.,nave pe~n !ci.l~eqpy ~:1i,seas~.

If ,the'women are not very f;arefqlabout ~ec~ing the opening, the

rabbits can and do escape. ~o~ womeq na~efo~d a pi~ce of ~i~c

roofing, wnile others have u$eC! woven gr!llisma;t:,sor pieces of ,boards

to put in. front of tne openin~. It is g~od if.~ome lig~t is al~owed

to enter'tnrougn ~ne openi~g.

One of the IllPstimportantt;ni.ngs t:~determine i~ tryiftg to

judge if ,a hut .1s suiUble for rah,j:)1tsis .wp~~eJ;."its f:l-opris dry

tnrougnout.tne rainYfiea$on. T!lis meanstnat ~~ g:r;assrO<?f mU$t. be

in good condition. If the roof needs r~p~ir it must be qone in the

dJ:."Yseason wnen the grass can.be colleCted. If the floor does become.. . ' -. ~ ~ - \.,. . '.
wet, the rabbits must be moved immediately. Tne opening of the hut

should be large enough for a small child to enter and sweep daily

and collect the J;."abbitma!lu.re.In p:l-aces~here.~e women were lax

about; sweeping and tn~. liJr0t.m<1was damP ,the .J;."abl;lHsd~ve~<:IPeciwc;>rms

in their feet, $ome of ~h1cn got i.nfecte~ ~d'F.he !CI;b.bi~s?ied.

Some women have made an extensi~n w~thmud wa~ls about 1.25m

high on each side of the opening, creating a small yard for the

~abbits to corne out ;nto and yet be safe fro~.dogs.

The buck and doe, are kept together ~til the do~ kindles and

then the buck is removed. In some villages several women share a


